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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Kathleen Ruhiman
Keith Shaw: Lynn Scattolini; Mary Ann Neel; Thomas Smith; Wayne Davis
Tue, Dec 18, 2001 3:27 PM
Re: Fwd: RTA Costs Already Incurred

I estimate that the PDR staff spent approximately 430 manhours on this activity. Our reference requests
have doubled due in large part to the lack of information on the web and the fact that for some time we
were the only contact for the public from the web. We also spent time removing documents from our
collection, pulling microfiche for onsite users since they are no longer allowed to pull fiche for themselves,
preparing lists, searches for specified document types etc. I wasn't sure how to esimate Tom's time so I
didn't include it but I do know that he spent considerable time on the 'LPDR" letters etc.
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From: Lynn Scattolini
To: Arnold Levin; Francine Goldberg; Harry Kromer; James Schaeffer
Date: Tue, Dec 18, 2001 5:03 PM
Subject: Re: RTA Costs

Harry,
Most of the resources incurred to date have been in FTE, not S.

Manhour estimates are:
Library 43
ADAMS Team: 294
PDR: 430
Management hours: 160
Total 927 MHours

If you need the backup details, let me know.

Also, we committed $ 28K to the Document Processing Contract to have the DPC remove documents
from ADAMS in the event their assistance is needed.

For the future:
It is unclear what the level of activity will be. In terms of restricting or removing documents from public
access, I would anticipate 1 - 2 FTEs., and $50K in contract $ I would also estimate I FTE to work on
developing a new Commission policy on public availability, revising directives and guidance, and revising
training.

>>> Harry Kromer 12/18/01 11:23AM >>>
Division Directors:

As part of the reprioritization of FY 2002 Budget, we also need you to identify the costs already incurred in
your Divisions associated with RTA. This Is due by WednesdaV at 12 noon.

Also, please provide me with any additional costs NOT already included in OCIO's $1.2M RTA estimate,
such as web costs (Fran) and document processing (Lynn).

CC: Dennis Johnson; Jacqueline Silber; Jennifer Golder; John Voglewede; Keith Shaw;
Linda Schneider, Myron Kemerer; Patricia Wolfe; Thomas Smith; Wayne Davis


